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note

“Rise Up, Lord, Scatter Your Enemies (Please)”:

Faith and Doubt in the Anglo-Saxon Staffordshire Hoard1
Thomas Klein
Idaho State University

As is now well known, in July of 2009, an unemployed metal

“detectorist” named Terry Herbert was plying his device in the
recently plowed field of a friend in the farmland outside of Lichfield,
in Staffordshire, in the English West Midlands, and came upon a
remarkable find.2 Over the course of several days, he uncovered
hundreds of items of what turned out to be early Anglo-Saxon gold
and silver metalwork. The find was subsequently reported to the
British Portable Antiquities Scheme, which took over the site, and
eventually some 1300 distinct objects (and many more pieces) were
recovered. The news of the discovery, now popularly known as
the Staffordshire Hoard, spread quickly. The scope of the hoard
was unprecedented with respect to its valuation (3 million pounds
equally divided, thanks to Britain’s treasure laws, between Mr.
1 This article was presented as a paper at the themed 2011 RMMRA conference in Salt
Lake City, “Faith and Doubt in the Middle Ages and Renaissance.” It is a shortened version
of an article forthcoming in Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology and History. The author
appreciates the assistance and encouragement of Prof. James Forse, the editor of Quidditas,
and Prof. Helena Hamerow, the editor of ASSAH, as well as the support of the College of
Arts and Letters at Idaho State University.
2 Caroline Alexander, “Magical Mystery Treasure,” National Geographic 220, no. 5
(2011): 38-60.
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Herbert and the landowner), its weight (over ten pounds of gold),
and the light it sheds on Mercian culture and power, an era of AngloSaxon England about which relatively little is known. Indeed, much
of the current dating of Anglo-Saxon artistic styles and metalwork
may ultimately need to be revised as a result of the discovery.
As was initially observed by Kevin Leahy, National Finds
Advisor for the Portable Antiquities Scheme, the contents of the hoard
are largely military—inlaid hilts and filigreed sword caps, parts of
shields and helmets, as well as several crumpled gold crosses, dating
apparently from the sixth to the seventh centuries.3 The hoard was
buried on a ridge just off the Roman Watling Street in a marginal,
little inhabited zone of “open woodland and heath.”4 Hidden far
from habitation but close to a getaway road, the hoard might have
been the spoils of battle or of a colossal robbery, and buried with the
intention of being recovered later. But the fact that it seems to be
a “non-random selection” of very particular objects is suggestive;
Leslie Webster thought the hoard might be “essentially precious
scrap put together for recycling,” which evidently went astray on
its way to the recycling center (if so, the way the crosses have been
bent to fit into the burial space gives evidence of a surprisingly
blasé attitude toward the sacred objects), but Patrick Périn thought
it more likely that “the collection was amassed as ritual deposition
in a pagan sanctuary.”5 We may thus well wonder whether the faith
evidenced by the identifiably Christian objects in the hoard yielded
to doubt, as their bearers were overcome in battle.
Among the many remarkable objects in the hoard, one that
has attracted much comment is a thin strip of gold with a double line
3 Kevin Leahy, “The Staffordshire Hoard: Discovery and Initial Assessment,” Portable Antiquities Scheme, http://www.finds.org.uk/staffshoard/artefacts/, accessed 23 June
2010.
4 Kevin Leahy et al., “The Staffordshire (Ogley Hay) Hoard: Recovery of a Treasure,”
Antiquity 85 (2011): 205-8. See also Stephen Dean, Della Hooke, and Alex Jones, “The
‘Staffordshire Hoard’: The Fieldwork,” Antiquaries Journal 90 (2010): 139-52.
5 Leslie Webster et al., “The Staffordshire (Ogley Hay) Hoard: Problems of Interpretation,” Antiquity 85 (2011): 222, 226.
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of letters, inscribed in Insular script. The strip is around three and
a half inches long, half an inch wide, and a tenth of an inch thick
(roughly the dimensions of a packet of Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum),
and weighs about three ounces (the general equivalent of fourteen
U.S. quarters). It is now folded more or less in half, but if unfolded
would be around six inches long (Fig. 1).6

Fig. 1

Of the 1300 objects, it alone is inscribed with writing.
Letters appear on both sides; on the outer side, the letters are inlaid
with niello and are fairly distinctive (Figs. 2-3), while on the inner
side, which is obscured both by the fold and by scratches, the letters
are only inscribed and are more difficult to make out (Figs. 4-5).
Included are both color and black-and-white images (which better
show the inscriptions). At one end of the strip, there is a rivet and a
setting for a jewel, and at the other end, there is an engraved animal
head, its mouth open and tongue sticking out. The presence of two
other holes, one in the middle and one at the far end, suggests that the
strip was attached to something else, and that one side was supposed
to face outward. Many theories have been advanced regarding the
function of the gold strip: it might have been the arm of a cross;
part of a shield or a sword belt; the nose guard or some other part
6 More precisely, 89.5 x 15.8 x 2.1 mm, 80 g, with an unfolded length of 179 mm. See
Leahy et al., 215.
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of a helmet; or even (appealingly but perhaps implausibly) the outer
binding of a book.7

Fig. 2. Gold Strip: outer side, first half8

Fig. 3. Outer Side, second half
7 Andrew West, “The Staffordshire Hoard: Anglo-Saxon Epigraphy and the Manuscript
Tradition,” Babelstone, http://babelstone.blogspot.com/, accessed 2 June 2010.
8 Images of Staffordshire gold strip are by courtesy Staffordshire Hoard Official Website,
under a Creative Commons Generic 2.0 license [attribution – noncommercial]; photos are
by Dave Rowan and Daniel Buxton under the aegis of Birmingham Museums and Art
Gallery.
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Fig. 4. Inner side, first half

Fig. 5. Inner side, second half

The gold strip is extraordinary in many regards. The form
of the letters, which (I argue elsewhere9) calls to mind the scripts of
late seventh century manuscripts, is unusual in an inscription. It is
likewise unusual to find niello—the black silver oxide that makes
the letters stand out—being used in Anglo-Saxon metalwork from
between the early seventh to the late eighth centuries (and this may
indeed be evidence of an earlier date of manufacture for the strip,
generally thought to have been made in the late seventh century). It
9 Thomas Klein, “The Inscribed Gold Strip in the Staffordshire Hoard: The Text and
Script of an early Anglo-Saxon Biblical Inscription,” Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology
and History, forthcoming.
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is also unusual for words to be separated by spaces in an inscription,
as at least sporadically appears here.10 Finally, few if any AngloSaxon inscribed Roman letters or runic texts have been ever been
found in the West Midlands before, the area corresponding to AngloSaxon Mercia.11 In this article, I would like to concentrate chiefly
on what the text suggests about the inscriber’s Latin literacy and
familiarity with the Old Testament. And I would like to outline what
I see as a moment of doubt in the form of the inscription—the initial
inscription on the inner side which was then revised on the opposite
side—and what this might suggest about the inscriber and his (or
her) faith. Does this brief passage represent a particularly poignant
appeal for assistance, which ultimately was not answered?
The transcription of the passage below is based upon the highresolution digital images made available online, and supplemented
by images made after the strip had been more thoroughly cleaned.
For the transcription, I have used Elisabeth Okasha’s system of
transcribing the letters as capitals, underlining letters which are
damaged but whose restoration is fairly certain, underlining and
bracketing letters whose restoration is uncertain, and indicating
ligatures with ‘/’. Double slashes indicate the fold in the strip. I
have also attempted to represent the relative spacing between letters
in the transcription, which reads thus:
SURGE DNE DISEPENTU//R I NI MI CITUI E/T
FUGENT QU I ODERUN//TTE AF ACIE TUA

While the spacing between words is somewhat inconsistent, it
frequently reflects word separation, and with the standard expansion
of ‘DNE’, the text can be easily read as “Surge, Domine, disepentur
inimici tui et fugent qui oderunt a facie tua.”
10 See Elisabeth Okasha, “Spaces Between Words: Word Separation in Anglo-Saxon
Inscriptions,” in The Cross Goes North: Processes of Conversion in Northern Europe, AD
300-1300, ed. Martin Carver (Woodbridge and Rochester, New York: York Medieval Press,
2003), 339-49.
11 See the maps in Elisabeth Okasha, Hand-list of Anglo-Saxon Non-Runic Inscriptions
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 140-1, and in R. I. Page, An Introduction
to English Runes, 2nd ed. (Woodbridge and Rochester, New York: Boydell, 1999), 26.
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The letters on the reverse side, obscured by scratches and by
the fold of the strip, are upside down in relation to those on the front
side, but repeat the same sentence.12 They read as follows:
S URGE DNE DISE PINTU R … // …[N]IMICITUIE/TFUGIŪTQUI O
DE RUNT TE A FA CI E TU… // …[A] D I U. E N O S … [D S]

The letters are smaller, more compressed, and somewhat malformed
relative to the outer side. The two letters after ‘-NIMI-’ are bent over
and almost resemble an Insular ‘A’ (which appears as a double ‘CC’).
The letters after ‘FUGI-’ are likewise unusual in form, but there does
seem to be a ‘U’ with a superscript line indicating an abbreviation
for ‘N’ followed by a ‘T’. The ‘O’ at the end of the first line is quite
small and attached to ‘QUI’. The letters on the fourth half line are
particularly intriguing, as well as being difficult to make out. After
‘ADIU’, Okasha, who examined the text microscopically, reports
an ‘I’, whereas Michelle Brown sees a ‘T’; to my eye, admittedly
working at a disadvantage, whatever is there is difficult to distinguish
from one of the many scratches on this part of the inscription.13
Then, the following ‘E’, with a long, continued horizontal bar, bears
a strong resemblance to the ligatured ‘ET’ elsewhere, though the
final diagonal “stroke” that would complete the ‘T’ is only hinted
at. Then, after a definite ‘NOS’, resolving the text is difficult, given
a heavy series of cross-hatched scratches, apparently deliberate.
Brown discerns the letters ‘DS’ with a horizontal bar to indicate the
abbreviation “deus,” whereas Okasha suggests an ‘R.’ Upon very
close examination, there seems to be the rounded lower left part of an
Insular ‘D’ followed by an ‘S’, though there may be some following
letters. Brown suggests the reading of that final line as “adiute nos
deus”; Okasha reminds us that these could either be practice letters
or be a formulaic filler such as “dei nostri” or “dme nostri.”
12 The images included in Elisabeth Okasha’s web-posted paper (“The Staffordshire
Hoard Inscription,” Portable Antiquities Scheme, “Papers from the Staffordshire Hoard
Symposium,” 2010, updated 2011, http://finds.org.uk/staffshoardsymposium, accessed 4
February 2012), are indispensible here. See also Michelle Brown’s paper (“The Manuscript Context for the Inscription”), posted there as well.
13 Okasha, “Staffordshire Hoard Inscription”; Brown, “Manuscript Context.”
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For the purposes of our focus on faith and doubt, I suggest
that these continued letters may indeed be significant, rather than
mere filler. While this side’s inscription does give the impression of
being less artfully rendered, and perhaps was not meant to be viewed,
it is not necessarily the case that its message was unmeaningful. I
would like to propose two further possibilities for the fourth half line:
they might be read (using Brown’s final letters), “Surge, Domine,
disepintur [i]nimici tui et fugiunt qui oderunt te a facie tua diu e[t]
nos [deus],” or (using Okasha’s letters), “diu e[t] nos[tris].”

It was quickly recognized that the text of both inscriptions
closely follows Numbers 10:35 of the Latin Vulgate, and also
echoes Psalm 67:2, although the final half line on the inner side
does not match either context. A number of commentators have
argued that the inscriber was thinking of the Psalm, rather than the
passage from Numbers; as Okasha says, “the Psalms might have
been better known to [the inscriber] since the Psalms were chanted
daily throughout the year in the monastic liturgy.”14 It is indeed
true that the Psalms were well known to the Anglo-Saxons, and that
psalters account for about a quarter of all biblical materials found in
manuscripts; however, the manuscript record makes clear that they
also knew other parts of the Old Testament, and this inscription may
be further evidence of that.15
The text of the gold strip differs from Psalm 67 in a number
of significant aspects. This is especially true when we compare the
inscription to the version of the Psalter most widely used in England
during this time: the Roman version, based on Jerome’s initial
14 Okasha, “Staffordshire Hoard Inscription.”
15 For a survey of the variety of biblical materials known to the Anglo-Saxons, see
Helmut Gneuss, “A Preliminary List of Manuscripts Written or Owned in England up to
1100,” Anglo-Saxon England 9 (1981): 1-60. See also Richard Marsden, The Text of the
Old Testament in Anglo-Saxon England, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 15
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). Brandon Hawk (“Staffordshire Hoard
Item Number 550: A Ward Against Evil,” Notes and Queries 58, no.1: 1-3) argues that
deviations from the official Vulgate text appearing various manuscripts in “the Latin West”
make it possible that the inscriber was indeed quoting the Psalm; however, the examples he
cites are from manuscripts written quite far from Anglo-Saxon England.
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revision of the Old Latin Bible. As we have seen, the front side of
our text reads,
Surge, Domine, disepentur inimici tui et fugent qui oderunt te a facie tua,

which I translate,
Rise up, Lord, scatter your enemies and banish those who hate you from
your face.

The Roman Psalter, which is first witnessed in England by the eighth
century Vespasian Psalter (the earliest surviving copy of that version
anywhere), reads,
Exsurgat Deus et dissipentur inimici eius et fugiant a facie eius qui
oderunt eum,16

which Sherman Kuhn translates,
May God arise and scatter his enemies and let them that hate him flee
from his face.

As can be seen, the forms of address are different (the Psalm refers
to God in the third person, rather than directly); additionally, the
Roman Psalter uses the words exsurgo instead of surgo (both mean
effectively rise or arise), dominus instead of deus, and the phrase
“qui oderunt…” appears in a different place as well.17 By contrast,
Numbers 10:35, which is first witnessed in England by the early
eighth century Codex Amiatinus, reads,
Surge, Domine, et dissipentur inimici tui et fugiant qui oderunt te a facie
tua.18
16 Sherman Kuhn, ed., The Vespasian Psalter (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
1965).
17 In the Gallican version of the Psalter, based on Jerome’s later revision and which replaced the Roman version in the tenth century, the “a facie eius” phrase comes at the end
of the sentence.
18 Robert Weber, ed., Biblia sacra iuxta vulgatam versionem, 4th corr. ed. (Stuttgart:
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1994).
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The Douay Rheims translation renders this as:
Arise, O Lord, and let thy enemies be scattered, and let them that hate
thee, flee from before thy face.19

In this case, the only differences between the gold strip and the
standard Vulgate are the omission of the first “et,” writing “disepentur”
for “dissipentur,” and writing “fugent” for “fugiant.” The quotation
on the gold strip must certainly derive from Numbers.
There are a few differences between the gold strip and the
authorized Vulgate text of Numbers, but they are generally minor,
and in fact suggest that the writer was at least fairly competent in
Latin and might even have been experimenting with the original text
to make it more appropriate for the context of the inscription. To
begin, omitting “et” between “Domine” and “disepentur” does not
affect the sense of the sentence; it simply becomes more staccato.
Next, writing “disepentur” (or “disepintur” on the opposite side) for
“dissipentur,” while it may make classicists wince, is a substitution
any non-native speaker might make who was working from auditory
memory. Likewise, writing “fugent” for “fugiant” is not incorrect
as a grammatical form, though it does not make literal sense: it is
simply the present active subjunctive of the verb fugo, meaning ‘to
cause to flee,’ rather than the verb fugio, meaning simply ‘to flee’—a
simple error revealing that the writer was familiar with grammatical
forms and their uses, but occasionally mixed them up.20 Likewise,
writing “fugiunt” on the opposite side shows that the writer knew
the various forms, but was struggling to slot in the correct one.
From our perspective, the continued text is perhaps the
most interesting aspect of the inscription. Brandon Hawk argued
19 The Holy Bible: Douay Rheims Version, rev. Bp. Richard Challoner, 1749-52 (Rockford, Ill: TAN Books and Publishers, 1989).
20 Other aspects of the inscription suggest that the writer, if not the actual inscriber, was
familiar with manuscript writing traditions: for instance, the word-spacing (especially on
the first side) is at least moderately consistent; the variation between Insular uncial and
minuscule letter forms is reflective of late seventh century scripts; and abbreviations of
“domine” and “fugiunt” likely derive from manuscript practice.
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that the entire text should be seen as “a written ward against evil,”21
and we can perhaps extend this, remembering what Northrop Frye
said about charms, which, after all, seek to bring about a certain
result—here, evidently, success over one’s opponents in battle. The
charm may work by “the reciting of powerful names,” and by setting
up “a pattern of sound so complex and repetitive that the ordinary
processes of response are short- circuited.”22 Already, in the Biblical
passage, we have a powerful name, “Domine,” and a pattern of
alliterative sound, “Domine disepentur” and “fugent … a facie.”
What is missing, of course, is an extension of the Biblical tag to the
particular situation, making one’s personal enemies God’s enemies.
It is possible then to consider Brown’s suggested reading, “adiute
nos Deus,” which personalizes the appeal as “Help us, God” (and
extends the alliteration), or one of the two readings I have proposed:
either “diu e[t] nos [deus],” where grammar and usage fails but
alliteration carries, “Ever and us, God,” or “diu e[t] nos[tris],” which
would particularize the entire message thus:
Rise up, Lord, scatter your enemies and long banish those who hate you
from your face—and ours.

This message, possibly hidden on the inner side of the inscribed
strip, would function talismanically, extending the reach of the
already powerful Biblical text.
Interestingly, while Numbers 10:35 appears rarely in other
Anglo-Saxon works, the corresponding passage in Psalm 67 is better
attested and appears, as Hawk has pointed out,23 in the early eighth
century Vita Guthlaci of Felix, wherein Guthlac, assailed by devilish
spirits, is able to dispel them by reciting the verse:
21 Hawk, 3.
22 Northrop Frye, “Charms and Riddles,” Spiritus Mundi: Essays on Literature, Myth,
and Society (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976), 125-6.
23 Hawk, 2.
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Tum vero vir Dei … sexagimi septimi psalmi primum versum psallebat:
“Exsurgat Deus,” et reliqua; quo audito … omnes daemoniorum turmae
velut fumus a facie eius evanuerunt.24

We may read this as:
Then at length the man of God … sang the first verse of the sixty-seventh
psalm…, “Let God arise” etc.: when they had heard this, … all the hosts
of demons vanished like smoke from his presence.

Perhaps some similar effect was hoped for with regard to the gold
strip. Similar passages appear elsewhere in Anglo-Saxon texts,
but given where the hoard was discovered, Guthlac’s Mercian
background was especially evocative to many commentators on
the hoard, including one who suggested that the hoard might be the
very treasure that Guthlac won as a warrior and then discarded upon
entering holy life.25 Such a connection is impossible to prove, and
it is more important to recognize that the message of the gold strip,
in the words of Hawk, “point[s] to a warrior’s need for a protective
charm,”26 and is thus wholly appropriate given the martial context
of the rest of the hoard.
We are left, then, with the curious puzzle of the scratched
out letters in the final half-line of the inner side. These do appear
to be deliberate, and it seems that we have two options for their
interpretation. Either the inscriber was aware of having hopelessly
erred in the writing down of the Biblical passage and / or its
personalized extension (the variations between the two sides suggest
the inscriber was working directly from memory, rather than from
a written exemplar) and was trying to erase it; or perhaps someone
else, having obtained the strip and the rest of the hoard, was trying
to diminish its power in some way (if so, that person evidently could
make out some of the message).
24 Bertram Colgrave, ed. and tr., Felix’s Life of Saint Guthlac (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1956), 110-11.
25 J. J. Cohen, “Did Guthlac of Mercia Bury the Staffordshire Hoard?” In The Middle, 28
September 2009, http://www.inthemedievalmiddle.com/, accessed 5 February 2012.
26 Hawk, 3.
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In any case, given how the treasure was stripped and hurriedly
buried (apparently in a small bag or box), it appears that, at least on
one unfortunate occasion, God did not act in response to the plea—
though it is likely that we will never know, in the words of Beowulf,
“hwa þæm hlæst onfeng,” “who received that cargo,”27 nor indeed
why they later failed to retrieve it.
Thomas Klein (Pocatello, Idaho) studied at Kenyon College and the University
of Toronto, where he received a Ph.D. in Medieval Studies, focusing particularly
on Old English semantic categories and enigmatic texts. He teaches a variety of
courses at Idaho State University, including Old English and History of the English
Language. He is on the Executive Committee of the Rocky Mountain Medieval
and Renaissance Association, and organized the 2012 RMMRA Conference at
Idaho State University.
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